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Looking Backward

California ITS History 

1997 demonstration of the Automated Highway System (AHS) on I-15 in San Diego, CA

Source: FHWA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PATH and Caltrans helped create the ITS field and there is a deep history of transportation innovation in this stateAs just one instance - PATH demonstrated an automated platoon in 1997 – at the time the state of the art concept in connected and automated vehicle technology and still well beyond what we have on our roadways[notes: PATH and Caltrans has been involved in early projects relating to connected vehicle, traveler information, electrification and much more]



Looking Forward

Vehicle automation is a growing business

Source: Motor Auto Parts
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We have come a long way since then, however, and a good deal of the automation effort now is taking place in the private sectorThere are many ambitious claims about how soon all of our vehicles will be fully autonomous. What’s undeniable is the very real impact that partially automated functionality is already having in the marketplace. [notes: advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS)  are increasingly common and often operate at SAE automation levels 1 and 2 (level 0 = no automation, level 5 = full automation)]We are going to see that effects of this trend soon on our transportation system but we don’t know what that impact will be within our planning window and that’s concerning[notes: the degree to which the presence of partially automated vehicle operating alongside non-automated vehicles will increase the functional capacity of roadways is unclear. There is a fear that automated features will induce demand for driving but this has also not  been conclusively demonstrated]



Looking Forward

The Hope for Connected Vehicles
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Presentation Notes
Many of you have probably seen this graphic and for good reason  - it expresses a common view in the ITS world about the desirability of using CV technology to optimize the impacts of AVs and create cooperative systems that improve safety and mobility on our roadways It is also somewhat optimistic given the growing pace of automated technology development and the limited resources public agencies have to maintain, much less upgrade existing ITS infrastructure with CV deployments.If we want connected vehicle systems that are coming to further public policy priorities we need to effectively marshal and coordinate public policies and the use of the existing public resources. We will likely need to leverage public dollars in partnerships with the private sector [see the P3 slide on this][note: even without installing CV infrastructure NHTSA’s efforts to mandate basic CV transmission from new vehicles will  likely increase the use of CV applications by vehicles, in the 2020s. However many applications (eg for work zones, signal systems) will require significant public investment.]



Looking Forward

Fragmentation of the Public 
Sector Poses a Barrier to 
Innovation

Transportation infrastructure is 
operated by a large number of 
agencies in the Bay Area and in the 
state

Bay Area 
Transit Agencies
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Presentation Notes
Beyond resource limitations the public sector in California faces hurdles in coordinating its efforts and preparing for technological changes because there are so many different institutions that need to be included in the conversation and whose interests need to be consideredIn the Bay Area alone we have nine county transportation agencies, 101 cities and more than 20 transit operators.  This decentralization is reflected in the operation of the region’s arterial road network and in constraints on freeway operations (eg- ramp metering MOUs)Many other leading states in the connected vehicle area (Virginia, Arizona, Utah) have much more centralized ownership of their signal infrastructure in their DOT  - which makes the business case for, and execution of, deploying next-generation ITS infrastructure at scale easier



Looking Forward

Bay Area Has Stiff Competition
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The Bay Area and California are not the only regions with a good claim to becoming the next cluster for connected and automated vehicle technologyMichigan and the Midwest more broadly are the historical center for automakers, tier 1 suppliers, and vehicle testing sites. There are well-established relationships with DOTs and research institutions that have recently start growing across state lines [eg – the new ‘Smart Belt Coalition’ of PA, MI, OH ]For instance the state of Ohio, which has its own robotics hub around Carnegie Mellon, recently announced that it is investing $45 million in public funding in a to brand new 540-acre automated testing grounds within what is already an established 4,500 acre automobile testing siteWith the exception of SF’s recent $11M grant California has also not recently been lucky in securing significant federal resources (eg - CV Pilot sites, Smart City Challenge). We face additional challenges in doing so under this administration and will need to seek resources from within our own region[notes: the Smart City grant went to Columbus, the CV Pilot sites to NYC, Tampa and Wyoming)



Looking Ahead

Public/Private Partnerships Put All of Us 
on the Cutting Edge
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We know how to unlock the potential of the next generation of ITS technologies and that work has already begun – it requires a sustained collaboration on the part of the public, private and research sectors. We are not, however, building partnerships amongst jurisdictions that extend to the scale at which people travel and not at the scale which our colleagues and competitors in the Midwest are currently working.  Examples of these cooperative endeavors include: - GoMentum station , the results of very good work by CCTA, is at its heart a collaborative public-private enterprise where companies can test new technologies - the California CV Testbed on El Camino Real in Palo Alto, produced by Caltrans’ efforts in conjunction with MTC and PATH launched and which made our state one of the early leaders in deploying connected vehicle infrastructure - Berkeley’s DeepDrive – PATH and UC Berkeley have a consortium with auto and technology companies focused on deep learning, machine vision and automotive perception - the Center for Automotive Research at Stanford, which is working on next-generation vehicular technologies and has close ties with the Volkswagen Automotive Innovation Lab



Looking Ahead

There are new players…
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Many of Silicon Valley’s largest ‘new’ technology companies (Waymo (Google), Uber, Tesla) are also not as integrated in these cooperative CV/AV efforts as they could be. This will become a problem as testing and research advances and it becomes time to incorporate new knowledge, technologies and actors in to the operation of our transportation system. 



Path Forward

Unprecedented Cooperation Is a Must 
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Presentation Notes
What did we learn from our past, our history in ITS? The path forward then is much as it was imagined 25 years ago before IVHS became ITS – we need a concerted and region-wide coalition of the different agencies, firms and research institutions to work in concert with one another to prepare our regional transportation system and economy to take advantage of the newest ITS trends.
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